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Abstract 

This documentation is about how to use this system to manage all 

processes between Sellers and Buyers via computerized system. 

This System is to help all people around the world in picking their 

products and buying them online. 

I will providing all types Products via this system, and I will running this 

system over a secure page for payments process by using three payments 

method: 

• Visa Card  

• Master Card  

• PayPal  

Moreover I will offering this system for all shops around the world who 

don’t have an E-shop for their product to help all people to select any 

product from their homes and provide free delivery Service anywhere. 

I will trying to have Ads-on as much as I can on the social WEB-sites and 

the famous pages. 
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1. Introduction and Motivation 

1.1. Problem statement 

There are many problems face customers when they purchase produces 

from the regular  places .From these points, I tried to solve these 

problems by creating Online shop system that provide an easy way to the 

costumer to purchase her products.  

Such that: 

- The customer maybe cannot find the type of products he wants in the 

regular places.  

- Wasting time of search about some product maybe you cannot find it. 

- Cost of search. 

- Some customers do not like the idea of go and purchase products. 

-Some customers hate the crowded of people in place of buying the 

products. 

-Problem with dealing with some worker in place of buy products. 

- The absence of the thing you want to buy. 

- Lack of confidence in the quality of the goods sold. 

- The size of the store it is possible to give a bad impression if tight. 

- There is no time to go to the places of sale and purchase product. 

 

 

 

 



1.2 Project significance 

I want to create this system to help the customer in the process of 

purchase by providing an easy way and comfortable in purchasing the 

products this matter/system will lead to increase the number of the special 

customer that interest about purchasing online and maybe without this 

system I lost some of these special customer who not like the traditional 

way in purchasing the products and I trust that I have an increase 

percentage in early adapters because these idea interesting to them. 

1.3 Project objectives 

The main objective of this project are: 

1. I will create Web site to help the customer to reach to the products. 

2. Give new and easy way in our Web site throw the Internet to buy or 

sell the products that I need. 

3. The computerize database will help the system to add and update the 

any type of products. 

4. Developed an effective system that will be a high performance system 

when dealing with operations (buy and sell). 

5. This web site is offering E-Shop services to any customer from 

anywhere. 

6. This System is to help all people around the world in picking their 

desirable products and buying them online. 

7. I will running this system over a secure page for payments process by 

using three payments method (Visa Card, Master Card, PayPal)  

8. I will create this web site to manage all processes between sellers and 

Buyers via computerized system. 

9. This System is to help all people around the world in picking their 

desirable products and buying them online. 

 



 

Output: 

The main output of the project are: 

1- Reduce the cost by using this system because you do not need to fill 

your car fuel and go shopping, you can buy your products from your 

home. 

2-save your time by selecting what you want from these website quickly 

and You can shop online on your own time most stores are not open 24 

hours a day/7 days a week, meaning that if you want to shop in their 

stores, you will have to shop within a limited time frame.  

3- Preservation of the environment and reduce pollution from car exhaust. 

4- It provides a new and easy way to deal with the website (Dress online 

shop) by providing efficient interface.  

5-You can buy gifts online and have they shipped straight to the recipient. 

6-You may be able to purchase items online that are not available or are 

sold out in stores. If a product you want is not stocked on the store 

shelves, there is a chance that you will be able to purchase it online. 

7- Keeping children out of the store and save the safety of children. 

8- Online shopping can sometimes fetch you a great buy. 

 

 

 

 

 



2. Background and related work: 

2.1Background: 

First I create this web site to solve all problem that face the costumer in 

process of purchasing products and providing an easy way in this process 

also this web site is offering E-Shop services to any customer from 

anywhere. 

Any customer can enters to this site to buys something or sees his/her 

profile if he was a customer and registered to check about all news 

assigned by the admin and he suggest any thing by contact administrator 

of the web Site. 

Now this WEB Site have two sub-systems and every system has a 

username and password to login and see the accessed profile to with its 

privileges. 

• Admin: who can add/modify products to the web Site and manage 

users over this web Site. 

• End Users: who have a profile with fewer privileges than Admin 

and can check all products over the web Site by adding them to his 

Cart. 

However, the administration has all privileges to do anything. 

The administrator has all privileges via his account and can do all the 

following: 

1- Add category  

2- Delete category 

3- Update category 

4- Add product   

5- Delete product   

6- Update product   

7- Management Customer 

8- Send Advertising  

9- Management Members 

    10-Add photo gallery  

    11-Delete photo gallery 

 



For the end user level not all privileges are provided, only the following 

privileges are provided for end user: 

1- Login to system  

2- Register as new user 

3- Browse product  

4- See his cart  

5- Remove from cart  

6- Add new address  

7- Add product to cart  

 

And there is some customers in private mode and no one can see their          

information except the admin of the web Site. 

This system will refer to admin for any request performed by end users.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2.2Related work:- 

There are many websites that have a service to manage this process but 

this web site is offering E-Shop services to any customer from anywhere 

and this web site gives efficiency between team works (admin, 

customers).   

2 years ago, similar system where founded E-Dress System but there was 

many problems discovered in administration and client level and web 

sites  that have complexity of purchasing and the picture of web site are 

not connected to the product and this give you bad impression about  lack 

of trust and security. 

Now this WEB Site is more powered than the previous web site because 

there are two sub-systems in this web site and every system has a 

username and password to login and see the accessed profile to with its 

privileges and providing an easily interface to deal with it and provide 

three type of  card in paying and clearly and creative design to give you a 

good impression and compatible with many internet browsers and have 

simple graphics and have lots of information about product and easy to 

understand.  

Remark: I have more powerful website but it is not easily to deal with this 

website and support one way in paying like master card just or a one 

another type and some of these website have a bad design like and give 

you a bad impression. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Requirements analysis: 

3.1functioal requirements: 

Figure one that show the main functional requirements by 

use cases of our system: 

 

 

Figure 1. Use cases diagram 

 

 



Table 1. Use cases summary 

First for customer:  

Use case Brief description 

Product Search about the product and select it 

Cart Insert cart to achieve the product use case 

Payment Insert value payable for the product 

Address To deliver the product to this address  

Delivery Verification of the success of the operation 

 

First for owner: 

Use case Brief description 

Product add products/update 

Payment Check payment 

Address Check address 

Delivery Verification of the success of the operation 
that the product in successful steps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.2Non-functional requirements:      

                                        

                            Table2 Nonfunctional requirement 

Requirement 

Number 

Description 

1 SECURITY: there is username and password to every 

customer and his secure and no one can see this 

information and use the catch name to Verification that 

a human make login procedure.  

If in worst case the information was hacked the admin 

Ib site can be see this information and update it  

2 PERFORMANCE:  The system should run fast 

maximum need 1min to run the home page in order to 

provide the best customer service. 

3 RELIABILITY: The system should be as reliable as 

possible since I have critical information concerning the 

customers with more secure. 

4 EASE OF USE: The system should be easy to use. It 

means has a friendly interface that can be used by the 

different customers. 

 

 

 

 

 



3.3Assumptions: 

I will make computerized system maybe first to early adapter and 

interesting people in online process because the life become more easily 

with internet and I can lose the tradition way in everything I do it . 

I get the information about these traditional process (purchasing products) 

from subject matter expert (people do this process) and I collect the 

enough information's from them that helpful to us in creating this system. 

4. Proposed solution: 

  4.1Solution overview: 

Creating Online shop system that provide an easy way to the costumer to 

purchase her products 

 

 

4.2High level architecture:  

I can put here context diagram and I talk about it later in the system 

design or I can put here system boundary and I talk about it in the project 

plan.   

 

 

 

 

4.3Hardware/software to be used 

           Table three that the hardware/software platforms and tools to 

be used for the design and implementation: 

 



Table 3 hardware platforms 

Device Number Description Quantity 

Software Server: So that the 

database will be shared by 

all the departments in the 

branch. 

1 

Hardware Personal Computer: Used 

by the employees for 

different queries and 

input. 

1 

 

 

Software:  

Language Used 

• PHP & MySql 

o PHP Ib Site 

o MySql Database. 

o  Apache Server  

 

Case tools Used 

• Rational ROSE 

• Photo shop cs3 

 
 



5. Project plan: 

5.1Project milestones 

1. Preparing, conducting and analyzing the interview with subject matter 

expert. 

2. I will make Conducting Feasibility Study. 

3. I will put the Requirement Analysis. 

4. I will draw the block diagramed. 

5. Prepare the system’s proposal. 

6. I will draw the system design, use case, sequence, and flow chart. 

7. Implementation of what the tools and software will used in this system. 

8. Prepare final documentation 

 

 

 

5.2 system boundary 

A system boundary is a boundary that separates the internal components 

of a system from external entities. In a use case diagram, a system 

boundary is represented by a rectangle that is drawn to enclose the 

internal components of a system. Any entities outside the rectangle (i.e. 

the system boundary) are hence the actors. 

figure 2 system bundary: 
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5.3feasability study 

1. Operational Feasibility    

 My system is considering as a practical and easy to use system. 

Therefore, the availability of the technical resources is enough to 

accomplish and finish the work needed at the end of this semester that is 

to develop this system. 

 

2. Technical Feasibility 

I learned the PHP language, MySql and Rational Rose that satisfy my 

needs to create this system and to be able to implement an efficient 

system.   

 

3. Economic Feasibility 

The system I am developing is not costly since I don’t need large and 

costly devices to do the operations. In addition, the number of devices 

used for developing this system is few.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5.4Anticipated risks: 

 

1. Technology risk: I may face some problems with computers such as 

logical errors, networking problems, if it happened I will handle it. 

2. Requirements risk: I should have a flexible and clear understanding 

of the requirements to avoid miss-understanding. 

 

 So I will avoid the risk by a good risk management process, 

which is: 

   1. Risk identification: Identify project, and business risks. 

     2.  Risk planning: Draw up plans to avoid or minimize the effects of     

the risk.         

     3. Risk monitoring: Monitor the risks throughout the project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5.5Project timeline :( Gantt chart): 

Dividing the system into small tasks, estimate the time required to 

complete each task and determine the dependency between them. 

I used Gantt chart to show each task with its duration from the start date 

to end date. 

Figure three that show the Estimation of time required to complete 

each task. 

 

Figure 3 Gantt chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6. Detailed design: 

Figure four block diagram that show design specifications of the 

hardware and/or software subsystem used in your   meet the functional 

requirements and the practical design constraints 

Figure 4 Block diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table4: Data Dictionary - description of the block diagram 

Sub-system Description 

Log in & home page A username and password are provided 

in order to access the system. 

Member 

Registration 

Registers a new member  

Customer Page To add and checking all the Products    

Admin Page To add product    

Customers'   Owner   

Admin All 

Privilege   

Login 

Customer 



6.1Software design: 

Figure five that show design specifications of the hardware and/or 

software subsystem used in your   meet the functional requirements and 

the practical design constraints by using the flow chart . 

 Figure 5 customer flow chart 

 

 

 

 

 



Flow chart: 

 

             Figure 6 admin flowchart 

 

 

 

 



6.1.1Behavioral model: 

Figure 7 that show the documented of software component: 

 

 

Figure 7 sequence diagram of customer process 

 



 

 

Figure 8 that show the documented of software component: 

 

Figure 8 sequence diagram of owner process 

 

 

 

 



7. System Design: 

 

Data Flow Diagram (Context Level): that represent the scope of an 

organizational system that shows the system boundaries, external 

entities that interact with the system and the major information flows 

between the entities and the system. 

 

 

Figure 9 (context diagram) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Data Flow Diagram (Level0): that represents a system’s major processes, 

data flows and data stores at a high level of detail. 

 

Figure 10 (DFD level 0) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Entity relationship diagram: 

 

                                        Figure 11 (ER-diagram) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8. Implementation 

Language Used 

• PHP & MySql 

o PHP Ib Site 

o MySql Database. 

o  Apache Server  

 

Case tools Used 

• Rational ROSE 

• Photo shop cs3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



9. Conclusion 

Throughout our work during this project, I help the customer in 

purchasing products online, because the customer can buy products 

easily, any time everywhere by the computerized system. 

Any organization needs to have an Ill-designed system that can 

manipulate any information used in it to be able to trace all its activities 

without causing any harm to it. 

 

A database is a perfect solution to easily handle information's flow in any     

organization regardless its work nature. 

I reduce the cost in process of purchasing the products by offering this 

system as a helpful way to achieve these process in lower cost. 

  

I got the satisfaction from the customer and they are satisfied and   

friendly with the system through an easily interface. 

 

9.1 Conclusion and future work: 

• Any website that has been developed can provide a wide range of 

functionality but might lack some. 

• I would to make this system independent from other system to 

make update for product automatically. 

• I would to add more features to the site.  
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